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Digital press platforms
Our digital platforms deliver world class content across
airline ecosystems.

DMD eReader
Powered by PageSuite
For secure, verified delivery of the latest titles to your customers
nothing matches our versatile new eReader solution.
The most powerful media platform in the global travel sector
integrates seamlessly into any proprietary airline app or onsite
digital ecosystem to deliver content in-lounge or remotely before
or after the customer journey.
We partnered with leading media platform provider PageSuite to
develop DMD eReader and ensure we stay at the leading edge of
digital delivery technology as it evolves in the wider consumer
sector.
Our end-to-end service lets you target users at multiple
touchpoints throughout the journey:

Via airline app pre-departure

In-lounge via WiFi or DMD Media Cube

Inflight via IFE systems

Via airline app after arrival
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DMD Media Cube
DMD Media Cube is an independent, compact and powerful digital media server designed
specifically for the airside environment. It creates a discrete dedicated hotspot for content
delivery to passenger devices, leaving restricted onsite WiFi bandwidth to other online
users.
A single unit can serve a moderate sized airside lounge and the product is
easily scalable in numbers to meet the demands of even the largest
flagship facility.

Quick and easy to install in any airside area

Consistent platform for customer engagement

No reliance on inconsistent onsite WiFi

Easy to refresh content for a current, topical offer

Simple to deploy with minimal local support

Innovative PaxEx differentiator support

We Deliver
the World

About DMD
DMD is a world leading travel media and airside services provider. We let digital and print publishers reach valuable out-ofhome audiences and give airlines, airports and train operators access to the very best newspapers, magazines and more.
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